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Summary

Our state’s wildfire season is now year-round, and 
the impacts on Californians, their communities and 
the environment are becoming more widespread and 
perilous. Numerous factors, such as historical land 
management practices and climate change, have 
contributed to this dramatic change. As wildfires 
increase in severity and frequency, so will the impacts 
on California’s water quality and water supply. 

Public Safety Power Shutoffs

Recognizing the risk of a wildfire igniting at or near 
transmission and distribution powerlines or other 
utility equipment, California’s investor-owned electric 
utilities have incorporated de-energization into their 
wildfire mitigation plans to reduce the likelihood of 
such a scenario. But these deliberate Public Safety 
Power Shutoffs (PSPS) could have significant impacts 
on water and wastewater agencies, such as the 
inability to pump water, inadequate fire flows, sewage 
backups and air conditioning shutoffs in facilities with 
temperature-sensitive equipment. If agencies cannot 
access reliable electricity, communities also could face 
a public health crisis if they lack safe drinking water 
for consumption, cooking and sanitation. 

To mitigate these effects and ensure reliable power, 
water and wastewater agencies typically depend on 
their standby onsite emergency generators. Because 
a PSPS event generally is of longer duration than a 
typical power outage or other type of emergency, 
agencies’ existing generators must be able to run 
for that additional time, and in many cases these 
agencies also must purchase additional generators to 
provide reliable water service during a PSPS. Because 
generators and the fuel that runs them are extremely 
expensive, providing continuous service also can 
strain their finances. Furthermore, these agencies 
could face logistical challenges when installing new 
generators and, for some existing generators, there 
are tight state and local air quality restrictions for 
properly testing and running them.  

CMUA recommends: 
The state should strongly support water and 
wastewater agencies in their efforts to ensure 
reliable water supply in the event of a PSPS. This 

support should include financial assistance through 
emergency loans or grants, and coordinated 
collaboration with the California Air Resources Board 
and regional air quality management districts to 
ensure water systems can properly test and operate 
all existing and new generators during a PSPS or 
other power loss event.

Headwaters Management

In addition to climate change, historical forest 
management practices have contributed to thick 
stands of woodlands that are explosive tinder in 
the event of a wildfire. Proper fuel treatment and 
vegetation management supports forest health, 
improves water quality and water supply conditions, 
and helps mitigate the risk of larger fires that can 
result in serious public health and safety concerns, 
significantly higher air pollution and greenhouse gas 
emissions.

CMUA recommends: 
California should dedicate additional resources at the 
state level to focus on the state’s headwaters and help 
preserve our future water supply reliability and water 
quality. CMUA supports Governor Newsom’s efforts 
to partner with the governors of Washington and 
Oregon to call on the federal government to double 
its investment in managing federal forestlands. It is 
fundamentally important to secure additional federal 
funding that supports enhanced forest management, 
including prescribed burning and mechanical thinning 
where applicable.


